
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:

IN DETAIL:

Armstrong's comedic prowess first gained widespread recogni on through his
collabora on with Ben Miller. Together, they formed the comedy duo Armstrong
and Miller, entertaining audiences with their sketch comedy series "The
Armstrong and Miller Show," which aired on various pla orms including BBC
One. He has also appeared in numerous television dramas, sitcoms, and films,
demonstra ng his versa lity as a performer. Notable ac ng credits include roles
in "Life Begins," "Doctor Who," "The Catherine Tate Show," and the film "Match
Point". He hosts the quiz show "Pointless," which has become a staple of Bri sh
television and earned him widespread acclaim as a presenter.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Alexander Armstrong brings a unique blend of humour, intelligence, and warmth
to his presenta ons. Whether entertaining audiences with comedic anecdotes,
sharing insights into the entertainment industry, or engaging in thought-
provoking discussions, he cap vates them with his eloquence and charm.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

Alexander is not only a talented comedian, actor, and television presenter but
also a cap va ng speaker who leaves a las ng impression on audiences with his
wit, charisma, and genuine passion for entertainment.

Alexander Armstrong, also known as Xander, is a mul -talented Bri sh entertainer known for his versa lity across various
pla orms. With a career spanning decade, he has established himself as a prominent figure in the entertainment industry,
cap va ng audiences with his wit, charm, and engaging persona.

Alexander Armstrong
Comedian, Actor and Television Presenter

"He's one of Britain's most familiar faces on comedy shows"

Comedy
Host and Awards
Presenter
After Dinner
Life in the Spotlight

2015 Land of the Midnight Sun: My
Arctic Adventures

2014 The Very Pointless Quiz Book

2013 The 100 Most Pointless Things
in the World
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